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Executive Summary
Phishing has long been one of the most pervasive cyberthreats, and it grows every year.
According to the FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3), phishing reported the most
victims nationally in 2020, and according to the 2021 Verizon Data Breach Investigations
Report, 35% of all data breaches involved scams trying to steal people’s sensitive information
or login credentials. Phishing did not slow down in 2021: the Zscaler ThreatLabz research team
saw a 29% increase in phishing attempts globally over the course of 2021 based on data from
billions of blocked attacks across the Zscaler cloud.
Phishing is rising for multiple reasons. As organizations increase their malware and exploit
prevention capabilities, attackers turn to social engineering tactics to steal login credentials
and successfully compromise organizations. Human adversaries—particularly those with valid
credentials—are much harder to detect and stop.
Additionally, more and more automated tools are being developed to make phishing much
easier and more accessible to attackers with limited technical knowledge. Phishing kits in
particular have played an important role in the rise of phishing activity. Sourced from black
markets, phishing kits are bought, leased, or made available for free, and contain everything
required to wage an effective low effort email or web-based phishing attack.
ThreatLabz analyzes data from over 200 billion daily transactions and 150 million daily blocked
attacks in order to identify emerging threats and improve protections for Zscaler customers.
In this report, ThreatLabz looked at a year’s worth of global phishing data from the Zscaler
cloud to identify key trends, industries and geographies at risk, and emerging tactics. In this
report, we will share ThreatLabz findings and provide best practices guidance on how you can
better identify and protect yourself against phishing attacks.
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Key Findings
• Phishing attacks rose 29% in 2021 compared to 2020.
• Microsoft, Telegram, Amazon, OneDrive, and Paypal topped the growing
list of targeted brands.
• The United States, Singapore, Germany, Netherlands, and the United
Kingdom were the top five most targeted countries.
• Retail and wholesale were the most targeted industries, experiencing the
highest increase in phishing attacks at +436%.
• “Phishing-as-a-service” has contributed greatly to the growth of
phishing, offering a marketplace of pre-built tools that reduce technical
barriers to entry for criminals.
• Emerging phishing vectors such as SMS phishing are increasing faster than
phishing overall as end users become more wary of suspicious emails.
• Attackers continue to capitalize on the news cycle. COVID-19 and
crypto-themed phishing attacks were prevalent throughout 2021.
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Top Phishing Targets in 2021
Overall, the most targeted countries in our study included the following, in descending order:

1

2

3

4

5

United States

Singapore

Germany

Netherlands

United Kingdom

6

7

8

9

10

Russian Federation

France

China

Hungary

Ireland

Seeing the US at the top of this list is not a surprise, as it has been by far the most targeted country for
years, with one report citing the US as accounting for over 84% of phishing attempts in 2019. In 2021,
phishing attempts in the US still accounted for over 60% in our analysis. However, phishing only rose 7%
in the United States in 2021, whereas the growth was much higher elsewhere. There was a steep rise
in several countries over the course of 2021, including an 829% increase in Singapore, 799% increase in
Russia, 342% increase in France, and 331% increase in the United Kingdom.
The Netherlands saw a decline of 38% in phishing attacks in 2021. One potential reason is legislation
passed into Dutch law in 2020, increasing penalties for online fraud such as phishing attacks.
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Figure 1: Phishing attack increases by geography 2020-2021
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Retail and wholesale saw a massive 436% leap in phishing attacks in 2021, boosting it from the fifth-most
phished industry all the way to first, ahead of 2020’s most phished industry, manufacturing. Phishing
actors majorly capitalized on the pandemic-fueled rise in consumer spending on goods, driving the
increase in attacks against these industries. Government and finance sectors both also saw over 100%
phishing growth in 2021, case studies of which were covered by ThreatLabz over the course of the year
(here and here).
Several industries experienced partial relief from phishing attacks in 2021: particularly healthcare, which
dropped by 59%, and services, which dropped by 33%. The rate of phishing against the technology sector
dropped by 15%, which is particularly notable as our State of Encrypted Attacks report from December
found that the overall rate of encrypted attacks against tech companies rose by over 20x–highlighting
the growth in malware, exploits, and other non-phishing attack types against those companies.

Total phishing attempts by industry
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Figure 2: Phishing attack increases by industry 2020-2021

Phishing actors frequently imitate popular brands, taking advantage of consumer trends to scam
vulnerable consumers. Among the most frequently impersonated brands are productivity tools, illegal
streaming sites, shopping sites, social media, finance, and logistical services.
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Microsoft was the most imitated brand of the year, accounting for over 31% of attacks. Illegal streaming
sites accounted for 13.6% of attacks, driven largely by spikes during large sporting events such as the
Tokyo Olympics in the summer of 2021. COVID-themed attacks accounted for another 7.2% of phishing
scams. Both illegal streaming and COVID-related phishing sites have lower barriers to entry when
compared to imitating brands, as consumers have no expectations of a specific webpage look and feel or
functionality, and threat actors can use newly registered domains without raising concerns.
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Figure 3: Most imitated brands in phishing attacks

Microsoft was
the most imitated
brand of the
year, accounting
for over 31% of
attacks.
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Categorizing Phishing Attacks
Phishing attacks can be categorized in a variety of different ways and can include multiple different attack
techniques. Email is the most recognizable type of phishing attack, however there are a number of other
methods growing in popularity amongst attackers as they adapt their approaches to evade savvy users
and shirk defense tools. This section presents a set of common definitions and identifiers for analyzing the
different types of phishing attacks.
Included in the lists below are several descriptions of physical attack methods because of the very real
threat they pose to organizations. However, the majority of this report focuses on virtual phishing threats
that depend on an internet connection to carry out the attack. A telltale characteristic of online phishing
scams is that they typically request users to submit information or download malware via one of the
following methods:

Link

Prompt

Attachment

user clicks malicious link to

user is prompted to submit

user opens attachment

a phishing site, hosted file,

sensitive information that

that delivers malicious

or malware install

results in data theft

software

As you plan what resource investments you will make to reduce phishing incidents this year, it is essential
to consider all of the following types of phishing attacks.
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21 common types of phishing attacks
Angler phishing attacks target dissatisfied

a trusted source that has only been modified

customers that post negative comments about

slightly with malicious attachments or links and a

a company on social media. Posing as customer

brief explanation for the resend. Attackers spoof

support, attackers lure in victims by offering to

the email address so it appears as if it is from

help resolve the situation. Banks customers are

the original sender.

the most common targets of these attacks.

Doc clouding phishing attacks deliver malicious

Baiting phishing attacks target curious and

documents from common cloud sources like

eager individuals, enticing them into a trap

Google Drive, Box, GitHub, Amazon S3, and

with tempting “bait” such as interesting offers,

OneDrive. Cloud hosted files are hard to monitor

filenames, and devices. Similar to a trojan

because they bypass traditional security tools

horse attack, baiting threats appear to offer an

and as a result make it especially challenging for

attractive reward that victims can’t refuse.

most security teams to detect these types of

Browser-in-the-browser (BitB) attacks display

threats.

a malicious browser window within a browser

Email phishing or deception phishing is the

window imitating a legitimate domain, attackers

most common form of attack, making up

commonly replicate pop-up login windows that

roughly 96% of tracked phishing attacks. Posing

appear to be from 3rd-party authentication

as known brands, adversaries send socially

providers like Google, Facebook, Apple, and

engineered email messages with malicious URL

Microsoft.

links to steal information like credentials and

CEO fraud or business email compromise (BEC)
phishing attacks target company employees

credit card numbers or attached assets designed
to deliver malware.

using compromised executive accounts to send

Evil twin phishing attacks mimic a trusted

fake invoices requests for payment by wire

public Wi-Fi network to observe victims’ online

transfer or other forms. Different from corporate

activity and steal data traversing the malicious

phishing scams that target employees using

access point. The fake Wi-Fi access point may

fake company accounts, these targeted attacks

even require a password shared with patrons or

leverage real hacked business email accounts.

employees of a particular business, also known

Chat or IM phishing attacks use instant
messages to deliver scams within apps, typically

to be the threat actor behind this man-in-themiddle attack.

with malicious URL links. The message sender

HTTPS phishing scams use the encrypted

appears to be a known brand or acquaintance of

“hypertext transfer protocol secure,” which

the recipient.

is widely used by legitimate organizations, to

Clone phishing or spoofing attacks deliver a
duplicate email message recently received from

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Malvertising or malicious advertising

Spear phishing attacks are typically organized

phishing attacks use scripts in advertisements

campaigns that use publicly available

to deliver unwanted content directly to

information to target individuals working for

victims’ computers.

specific organizations. These deceptive emails

Man-in-the-middle (MITM) or man-inthe-middle phishing attacks target users of
a specific server or system, capturing data in

can contain a variety of real information and
look like legitimate internal requests to trick
recipients into performing the desired action.

transit including credentials, cookies, bank

Tailgating phishing attacks involve physically

account information, etc. These attacks typically

gaining entry to a restricted area by following

mimic online services by filtering traffic through

an authorized person with access inside. This

proxy servers.

attack form is classified as phishing when

Pharming or DNS cache attacks redirect visitors
to a malicious site by altering the IP address
for a legitimate website in the compromised
Domain Name System (DNS) servers or by

someone takes the social engineering bait
(e.g., carrying lots of large boxes) presented by
the attacker and allows them to enter without
verification.

sending a phishing email with malicious code

USB phishing attacks also typically fall under

that redirects the victim to the site when they

baiting attacks and involve physically planting or

enter any URL from their computer. Another

sending targets USB drive devices loaded with

form of attack comes from copycat sites

malicious executables that load when plugged

launched with the same IP address that can

into any vulnerable endpoint.

capture data entered into the original site.

Vishing or voice phishing attacks are malicious

Search engine phishing attacks target

phone calls that use social engineering to

consumers with fake online shopping websites

pressure recipients into taking an action like

indexed by search engines. Offering deep

transferring money or revealing personal

discounts on featured products, these listed

information.

sites may appear to be seasonal pop-ups
or contain fake back-dated reviews. Victims
may unknowingly share personal data, bank
information, credit card numbers, or even
pay for fake goods. Scammers have gone so

Watering hole phishing attacks target
members of specific groups likely to visit a
specific site that has been compromised by the
attacker or created for the purpose.

far as to deliver fake shipping and tracking

Whaling or whale phishing attacks target

information and even “cheap token goods” to

executives and high-profile individuals using

extend the life cycle of these sites.

publicly available information to socially

Smishing or SMS phishing attacks use text
messages (SMS communications) to deliver
scams, typically with malicious URL links. The
message sender appears to be a known brand
or acquaintance of the recipient.

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Because technology alone can not solve every issue when it comes to phishing, it is important that we
track the breadth and evolution of phishing scams to observe how shifts in cultural awareness mitigate
specific techniques over time. Understanding the different types of scams that attackers use frequently
can help security professionals educate employees on how to apply a skeptical zero trust outlook when
encountering what may seem like a legitimate opportunity, verification request, or push notification. When
developing your own strategy to reduce phishing incidents, consider including the following types of
common scams.

11 common phishing scams
Cloud scams impersonate file sharing services or cloud storage services with lures like fake
access requests and account notifications.
Consumer scams impersonate ecommerce brands with lures like fake account notifications
and membership or benefits claims.
Commercial scams impersonate general services like FedEx with lures like tracking
notifications and payment requests.
Corporate scams impersonate specific companies with lures like fake account notifications,
company updates, HR tasks, and invoice payment requests.
Dating scams impersonate people seeking to date through an online platform with lures like
fake profiles, messages, likes, and follows.
Financial services scams impersonate known financial institutions targeting individuals
with lures like fake account notifications or security alerts.
Government scams impersonate federal agencies like the IRS with lures like fake benefits
claims, relief loans, and overdue payment requests.
Job offer scams impersonate fake and real companies seeking to hire new employees with
lures like fake job postings, applications, and
job offerings.
Push notification or browser scams impersonate web browser notifications with lures like
fake reminders to install updates, message alerts, and product advertisements.
Social media scams impersonate social platforms/users with lures like fake or spoofed
accounts, private messages, account warnings or notifications, and security alerts.
Technical scams impersonate general services or known brands with lures like account
notifications, error messages, and software updates.

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Evolving Phishing Trends
Leveraging Safe Domains and Trusted Platforms
ThreatLabz analyzed “referring domains”—external websites that redirect visitors to other sites—that
were directing victims to phishing websites. This analysis highlighted some of the ways that attackers have
innovated their use of trusted domains to manipulate and trick their victims.
Threat actors use tactics from buying advertisements on search platforms (e.g., Google, Bing) or media
outlets, to posting in corporate forums and marketplaces (e.g., Walmart, Amazon), to abusing sharing
sites (e.g., Evernote, Dropbox, GitHub). Popular referring domains also included ecommerce and marketing
automation tools that attackers use to generate phishing websites and email campaigns.
Over 96% of attacks in our study lacked a referring domain, indicating that the victim clicked a direct link to
the phishing site through their email, SMS, or another client.
The top 20 referring domains are listed below:
1. luxherald.com

8. 2mdn.net

15. 4399.com

2. mhtestd.gov.zw

9. natfrp.com

16. corpoutlook.com

3. googlesyndication.com

10. adform.net

17. account-maintenance.com

4. sendinblue.com

11. adobe.com

18. theadex.com

5. landmarklivingston.com

12. smartadserver.com

19. pubmatic.com

6. evernote.com

13. adnxs.com

20. password-update.com

7. google.com

14. casalemedia.com

Figure 4: Most common referring domains

Phishing infrastructure itself is also hosted in various ways, blended in among legitimate webpages. Our
analysis showed 50.6% of phishing attack infrastructure on hosting sites, 39.2% on ISPs, and 10.2% on
business domains.

Distribution of autonomous system types
Business
10.2%

ISP
39.2%

Hosting
50.6%

Figure 5: Autonomous systems for phishing infrastructure
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Phishing as a Service (PhaaS): Phishing kits and open source frameworks
The easiest way to scam people has gotten a lot easier in recent years. Cybercriminals are outsourcing
specialized operations and services across the attack life cycle, including phishing campaigns, malware,
and ransomware. Organized groups have taken to the dark web selling prebuilt offerings that make
it easier than ever for criminals at any experience level to deploy phishing scams. With hacking and
social engineering experts doing all the behind-the-scenes work of creating phishing campaigns, from
developing code to creating effective email templates, we will continue to see a surge of phishing
scams in 2022.
The two most popular PhaaS offerings are phishing kits and open source phishing frameworks. These have
overlapping functionality and can be used in combination to allow criminals to wage powerful attacks very
quickly. We’ll go on a deep dive into each in the following section.

Comparison of phishing kits and open source phishing frameworks
Phishing kits

Open source PF

Website PHP/HTML file

Yes

Yes

Blocker (Traffic Distribution System)

Yes

No

Set up environment

No

Yes

Exfiltration method

Multiple methods:
Email is the majority

Multiple methods:
Local file is the majority

Cost

Variable: $10 - hundreds

Free

Figure 6: Comparison of phishing kits and open source phishing frameworks

Phishing kits
Phishing kits package up and commoditize everything required to very quickly launch hundreds or
thousands of convincing and effective phishing pages with very little technical skill required.
Even attackers with advanced skills are making the switch from development to leveraging phishing kits to
launch campaigns at scale. Now, attackers can simply copy templates from the kit to a compromised web
server or a hosting service to spawn a phishing page for a targeted brand. Using prebuilt email templates
is even more straightforward. The problem with phishing kits is that they make it easier than ever for
attackers to launch effective phishing campaigns and much harder for individuals and security teams to
detect. The use of sophisticated templates have broadly eliminated the characteristic typos, spelling errors,
bad grammar, and unsigned certificates previously relied on to identify phishing scams.
With higher sunk costs, cybercriminals have also developed a more focused approach to selecting their
ideal targets. The result of these shifts is a sharp increase in financial losses across organizations being hit
by phishing scams over the past several years.

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Below, we will look at several examples of kits analyzed by ThreatLabz researchers and walk through the
various components of a phishing kit:
Phishing kits are often ZIP files containing all components needed to wage the attack, which include PHP
and HTML files for various functions such as generating a phishing page, enabling attacker access, evading
detection, exfiltrating data, and fingerprinting users. Examples of each are below:
1. Here we see the different PHP/HTML files for the phishing page for Chase bank.

Figure 7: PHP and HTML files for a phishing page designed to imitate Chase bank

Phishing-as-aservice has made it
easier than ever for
non-sophisticated
threat actors to wage
phishing campaigns.

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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2. Phishing kits include provisions for traffic distribution systems or filters to target specific destinations.
This module will filter based on IP address, ASN, user-agent, domain, geolocation, etc.:

Below, we see a filter based on keywords present in hostname lookup:

Below, we see filters for the user agent field:

Figure 8: Filters to help attackers target specific victim types

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Phishing kits also leverage robots.txt and

An example of HTACCESS control, used

HTACCESS files to control access to the

to block security researchers and evade

phishing pages.

detection, is shown below:

A screenshot of robots.txt to control
traffic is seen below:

Figure 9: Control modules that block access from
bots and security researchers

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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3. Next, we look at the exfiltration methods used by these phishing kits to steal user information. These
can include hidden “backdoor” emails, local files, and tools like Telegram and Google Sheets.
3.1. Use of email to exfiltrate data:

3.2. Use of local file to exfiltrate data:

The below screenshot shows the content of collected file formdata.txt:

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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3.3. Use of Telegram to exfiltrate data:

3.4. Use of Google Sheets to exfiltrate data:

4. Phishing kits use external services to fingerprint victim information, including the following:
• geoplugin.net to obtain GeoIP information
• ipinfo.io to get public IP-related information
• binlist.net to validate credit card information
• ip-api.com to get public IP-related information
• freegeoip.net to obtain GeoIP information
• tools.keycdn.com to get public IP-related information
5. Some phishing kits have web shells, either built in or downloadable.

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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6. Many phishing kits have modules that copy all files to a random folder to evade detection:

Open source phishing frameworks
Open source frameworks are an alternative to phishing kits that are often easily discovered on code
sharing forums. These frameworks have various levels of features that can either execute specific functions
of an attack or even automate the entire process. As these frameworks are open source and free, the price
tag makes them very attractive.
A typical open source phishing framework contains the following components:
1. PHP files of websites to phish:

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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2. Scripts to launch the phishing page once the files are copied to the destination server:

3. Support for different tunnel techniques to expose the localhost to the internet.
The following are the common tunnel services that are seen as part of the phishing framework.
Ngrok is the most popular:
Ngrok, cloudflare, localtunnel, localhost.run, serveo.net, localXpose, openVPN

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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4. Provision to exfiltrate the collected credentials
4.1. Credentials saved to local file:

Popular names of credential local files:
“iptracker.log",

"hacked.txt",

"login_info.txt",

"token.txt",

"dumpip.txt",

"Creds.txt",

"toke.log",

"info.txt",

"Output.txt",

"Savedata.txt",

"ip.txt",

"OnlineHacking.txt",

"saved.usernames.txt",

"saved.ip.txt",

"savedata.txt",

"saved.ip.txt",

"gmail.txt",

"[microsoft, dropbox, google].log",

"usernames.txt",

"Pass.txt",

"Usuario.txt",

"userlog.txt",

"credentials2.txt",

"sensitiveinfo.txt",

"Xxxx.igfreak",

"log.txt",

"FlaskPhisher.db",

"password.txt",

"log.log",

"Email+Password.csv",

"filter.txt",

"usuarios.txt",

"Login_info.txt",

"ipdump.txt",

"log.txt",

"Facebookcredentials.txt"

"dumplog.txt",

"logs.txt",

"usuarios.txt",

"cloud.log",

"dumplog.txt",

"log"]

"dumplog.txt",

"log.log",

"credentials.txt",

"usernames.dat",

"victim_ip.txt",

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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4.2. Storing stolen credentials using Mysql:

4.3. Saving the stolen credentials using Sqlite3:
In this case, we see files saved in a local sqlite3 database:

4.4. Exfiltrating data using Discord:

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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4.5. Exfiltrating data using Telegram:

4.6. Some frameworks send credentials to Discord channels using HTML code
that is part of the page served to the victim.

4.7. Some frameworks abuse databases in the cloud. An example of exfiltrating data using
Firebase is seen below:

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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4.8. Abuse of MongoDB instance on mongodb.net cloud to exfiltrate data:

5. Module scripts for monitoring and displaying victim IP and credential info in real time:

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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6. Login credentials verification
To ensure protection against a flood of wrong credentials being entered by victims and security
researchers, the attackers have started to verify the credentials before saving. We see one such example
below where the module is verifying the credentials by logging into Facebook. Upon successful login to
facebook.com, it saves the credentials to the local file.

Another variant of similar functionality forces the victim to input the credential multiple times. The first
credential input attempt always shows a login failure message, and the credentials are saved only when the
resubmitted credentials match on subsequent login attempts.

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Smishing
Smishing is a form of phishing attack that
leverages SMS text messaging on mobile devices.
Smishing has been around since 2006 but is
growing in dramatic fashion in recent years: one
report shows a 300% increase in the last quarter
of 2020, and another shows a 700% increase
over the first six months of 2021. Attackers scam
victims by masquerading as company executives,
trusted brands, bank or cell phone providers,
contest organizers, and so on in order to catch
victims off-guard and lure them into clicking
phishing links.

Smishing in action: An attack targeting
Indian banking users
In late 2021, ThreatLabz observed the use of
smishing by scammers to target Indian banking
users. Most Indian banks secure their users using
two-factor authentication (2FA), which attackers
needed to account for in their tactics in order
to access accounts. Scammers created various
domains to host phishing pages pretending to
be Indian banks, and they texted those spam
links to their victims via SMS. The phishing
pages collected the victim’s private information,
including their ATM pin, and then prompted
victims to download and install an application

These attacks can be very effective as many

that intercepted and exfiltrated the one-time

victims are more trusting of texts from

password received via SMS.

unrecognized numbers than they are of emails
from unrecognized senders. Many are also
accustomed to SMS marketing, which increases

Detailed analysis of this campaign can be
found here.

trust in that medium. It is relatively easy for
threat actors to create a local phone number and
message those in the same area code, which
increases trust.

Figure 10: Malicious APK requests SMS permission to exfiltrate OTP received via SMS

© 2022 Zscaler, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Man-in-the-middle attacks
The previous example of a smishing attack is one form of a MitM attack, in which threat actors intercept
information being exchanged between two legitimate parties. ThreatLabz observed a number of attacks
where attackers leverage MitM and 2FA techniques. Using this technique, the attacker serves a phishing
page to the victim, forwards the stolen credentials to the legitimate page, and then prompts for more
details to complete the two-factor authentication. These attack webpages are identified as part of regular
phishing page detections.
We see one such example below with a threat actor attempting to phish CaixaBank customers:
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COVID-19 scams
Threat researchers across the industry have observed COVID-related phishing scams and sites like the
example shown below. Phishing sites have been designed to blend in with the many new COVID-19
resource sites, a common tactic for removing suspicion around the lack of site history. For security teams,
this insight can be used to develop security policies to filter or flag and block traffic from emails that link to
newly created URLs.

Figure 11: United Kingdom National Health Service (NHS)
COVID passport phishing order form.
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Crypto-related phishing
Crypto-related phishing and scams target popular cryptocurrency trading platforms and try to lure users
into crypto-giveaway scams. Attackers use newly-registered domains for crypto phishing and also use
legitimate hosting services like GitHub and Netlify. One of the crypto-giveaway scams can be seen in the
image below:
URL: binancegifts2022[.]live

Figure 12: Binance cryptocurrency giveaway scam

Examples of similar scam giveaway URLs abusing Netlify and GitHub services are below:
• bin-trustgway[.]com
• claimfree.netlify[.]app
• jimmi-bot.github[.]io
• smartnft.netlify[.]app
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Here, the phishing domain coiinbases[.]net is impersonating the popular cryptocurrency
trading platform Coinbase:

Expect harder
to detect fake
sites, emails,
and brand
impersonation
in 2023.
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5

Improve your phishing defenses
Industry statistics reveal that the average organization receives dozens of phishing emails daily, with
financial impact snowballing as losses incurred from malware and ransomware attacks drive up the average
costs of landed phishing attacks year over year. Facing all the threats outlined in this report is a big job, and
while you can’t completely eliminate the risk of phishing threats, you can learn from observed trends and
incidents to better manage risk.

The basics for mitigating the risk of phishing attacks:
1. Understand the risks to better inform policy and technology decisions
2. Leverage automated tools and actionable intel to reduce phishing incidents
3. Deliver timely training to build security awareness and promote user reporting
4. Simulate phishing attacks to identify gaps in your program

Best practices: security awareness training
Phishing campaigns have high success rates because they attack users, and it takes only one distracted
employee to make an error and take the bait. A 2020 study by Stanford University reported that nearly
88% of data breaches were caused by human error. The report also reveals that young male employees
are most vulnerable to phishing scams and that distraction is the leading cause for error across all
demographics. That is why end user awareness training is critical to preventing security breaches–and
once a year is not enough. Everyone in your organization must be educated on how victims fall prey to
phishing threats and be wary of giving out information or clicking links when dealing with untrusted
emails, websites, text messages, applications, and phone calls.
Implementing continuous security awareness training and conducting regular phishing simulations are
key to developing a vigilant culture with strong phishing awareness. One benefit of these activities is the
ability to deliver timely training to individuals that need extra support identifying phishing attempts and
modifying their risky behavior. Another way to reduce the number of phishing incidents is by improving
user reporting of suspected phishing emails to help decrease the time it takes the security teams to
remove related threats from other company inboxes. One simple way to increase user reporting rates is to
provide a “Report phishing” button directly from the inbox.
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ThreatLabz further recommends that your awareness training follow the guidance from the US
Cybersecurity Infrastructure & Security Agency (CISA) that advises end users to be on the lookout
for the following indicators:
• Suspicious sender’s address. The sender’s address may imitate a legitimate business. Cybercriminals
often use an email address that closely resembles one from a reputable company by altering or omitting
a few characters.
• Generic greetings and signatures. Both a generic greeting—such as “Dear Valued Customer” or “Sir/
Ma’am”—and a lack of contact information in the signature block are strong indicators of a phishing
email. A trusted organization will normally address you by name and provide their contact information.
• Spoofed hyperlinks and websites. If you hover your cursor over any links in the body of the email
and the links do not match the text that appears when hovering over them, the link may be spoofed.
Malicious websites may look identical to a legitimate site, but the URL may use a variation in spelling or
a different domain (e.g., “.com” instead of “.net”). Additionally, cybercriminals may use a URL shortening
service to hide the true destination of the link.
• Spelling and layout. Poor grammar and sentence structure, misspellings, and inconsistent formatting
are other indicators of a possible phishing attempt. Reputable institutions have dedicated personnel that
produce, verify, and proofread
customer correspondence.
• Suspicious attachments. An unsolicited email requesting a user download and open an attachment
is a common delivery mechanism for malware. A cybercriminal may use a false sense of urgency or
importance to help persuade a user to download or open an attachment without examining it first.

Attackers convey
a false sense
of urgency to
convince users
to act without
thinking.
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Best practices: security controls
As a security team, you must account for the fact that your employees and other end users will invariably
fall victim to phishing attempts, and must have protections in place to detect and mitigate damage. Key
protections include:
Email scanning. Email is far and away the most

Antivirus software. Endpoints should be

common phishing vector, so a cloud-based email

protected with regularly updated antivirus to

scanning service that inspects emails before they

identify and block malicious files from being

reach your perimeter–with real-time protection

downloaded.

against malicious links and domain name
spoofing–is crucial.

Advanced threat protection. While antivirus is
important to stop known threats, adversaries are

Reporting. Phishing attacks often target many

capable of spinning up new, unknown malware

end users in an organization to increase the

variants that aren’t caught by signature-based

chance of success. To block malicious senders

detection tools. Deploy an inline sandbox that

and links as quickly as possible, enable end users

can quarantine and analyze suspicious files, as

to report phishing attempts, ideally with a Report

well as browser isolation that abstracts potentially

button built into their email client. Implement a

malicious web content without disrupting end

playbook to investigate and respond to phishing

user workflows.

incidents, which should include agency reporting
to help the government fight scammers and stop
attacks against other organizations.
Multi-factor authentication (MFA). MFA remains
one of the absolute most critical defenses against
phishing. With MFA deployed, a password is
not enough by itself to compromise an account,
stopping most phishing attempts in their tracks.
Authentication using apps such as Okta Verify

URL filtering. Limit your phishing risk with URL
filtering that uses policy to manage access to
the riskiest categories of web content—such as
newly registered domains.
Regular patching. Keep applications, operating
systems, and security tools up to date with the
latest patches to reduce vulnerabilities and ensure
that you have the latest protections.

or Google Authenticator is particularly effective,

Zero trust architecture. As important as it is to

providing additional defense against MitM tactics

put controls in place to prevent phishing, it is

that may intercept SMS messages.

equally important to put controls in place that

Encrypted traffic inspection. Over 90% of
attacks overall use encrypted channels, which
often are not inspected, making it easy for even
moderately sophisticated attackers to bypass
security controls. Organizations must inspect all

limit the damage a successful phishing attack
can cause. Employ granular segmentation,
enforce least-privileged access, and continuously
monitor traffic to find threat actors who may have
compromised your infrastructure.

traffic regardless of whether or not it is encrypted
in order to prevent attackers from compromising
their systems.
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Threat intel feeds. Threat intel feeds integrate with your existing security tools to provide automated
context enrichment for enhanced detection and faster resolution of phishing threats. Threat feeds provide
updated context on reported URLs; extracted indicators of compromise (IOCs); and tactics, techniques,
and procedures (TTPs) for actionable decision-making and prioritization.

Best practices: how to identify a phishing page
Phishing pages can be identified by indicators of common tactics that threat actors use to trick users
and security engines, as well as by shortcuts that threat actors often take when generating new phishing
pages. The creation of new phishing sites spikes around the holidays and other isolated events. For
example, during the pandemic, the security industry witnessed attackers launching a trove of fake
COVID-19 websites that took advantage of victims by impersonating health organizations and test kit and
medical supply ordering sites. To detect the latest phishing threats, it is important to stay on top of the
latest research and ingest actionable intel with updated indicators for use across your detection rules and
response workflows. The following analysis provides an overview of the different types of indicators that
you (and your anti-phishing tools) should be on the lookout for:
The entire page is based on a single image. Attackers leverage image-based phishing wherein the
entire page is based on a background image that is a copy of a legitimate webpage. The only other
component on the page is a web form to collect stolen credentials. This is a very common technique
used to target banks in particular.
The page has no title.
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The page has an empty anchor for critical links. Phishing pages often use empty anchors for 		
important pages like Help, FAQs, and so on when they copy content from legitimate pages.

The page has a self-signed certificate.
The page appears to be a generic webmail client. Phishing actors often use generic webmail pages
for phishing mail credentials, imitating sites like Webmail, Zimbra, etc.
The page is not encrypted. A login prompt on an “http” page is suspicious and should be flagged.
The page has multiple redirects before landing on a login prompt.
The page contains HTML smuggling. With HTML smuggling, attackers hide an encoded malicious
JavaScript blob within an email attachment, which is then assembled by the browser. This allows
them to bypass email filters. HTML smuggling in conjunction with a login prompt is highly
suspicious behavior.
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The page contains obfuscated tags. Phishing operators may obfuscate fields such as title,
copyright, etc.
The page replaces key characters with “homoglyphs.” Homoglyphs—characters that look similar to
other characters—are abused on phishing pages to avoid detection. This technique leverages 		
similarities in characters belonging to different character scripts to trick users as well as security 		
engines looking to match ASCII patterns.

To detect phishing
pages, organizations
need a multi-pronged,
zero trust-based
security strategy that
includes full traffic
inspection, AI/MLpowered heuristic
detection, and IPS
detection.
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How the Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange
Can Mitigate Phishing Attacks
User compromise is one of the most difficult security challenges to defend against. Your organization must
implement phishing prevention controls as part of a broader zero trust strategy that enables you to detect
active breaches and minimize damages caused by successful breaches. The Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange
is built on a holistic zero trust architecture to minimize the attack surface, prevent compromise, eliminate
lateral movement, and stop data loss. Zscaler helps stop phishing in the following ways:
• Prevents compromise: Full SSL inspection at scale, browser isolation, and policy-driven access control to
prevent access to suspicious websites.
• Eliminates lateral movement: Connect users directly to apps, not the network, to limit the blast radius of
a potential incident.
• Shuts down compromised users and insider threats: If an attacker gains access to your identity system,
we can prevent private app exploit attempts with in-line inspection and detect the most sophisticated
attackers with integrated deception.
• Stops data loss: Inspect data-in-motion and data-at-rest to prevent potential data theft from an
active attacker.
Consider the typical phishing attack chain: first, attackers perform reconnaissance to understand your
assets and security controls. Then, they compromise your system using a phishing attack method, after
gaining access the attacker moves laterally to escalate privileges and carry out further attack objectives,
such as spying on, stealing, or damaging valuable company resources.
Zero trust uses inspection and policy-driven conditional access to minimize the success of each of these
steps and maximize resiliency. In the above example, the Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange hides your attack
surface, inspects and analyzes all traffic to prevent intrusion, keeps attackers from moving laterally,
and stops sensitive data from leaving to command and control servers. Zscaler also uses active defense
strategies, deploying realistic decoy assets that lure attackers and alert security teams of ongoing malicious
activity with high fidelity. These multi-layered defenses disrupt every stage of the attack chain and help
you quickly uncover and stop advanced threat actors before they can cause harm.
To learn more about how a zero trust architecture can help you protect against cyberattacks and harden
your security posture, visit: https://www.zscaler.com/platform/zero-trust-exchange
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Related Zscaler products:
Zscaler Internet Access helps identify and stop malicious activity by routing and inspecting all internet
traffic through the Zero Trust Exchange. Zscaler blocks:
• URLs and IPs observed in Zscaler cloud, and from natively integrated open source and commercial threat
intel sources. This includes policy-defined high-risk URL categories commonly used for phishing such as
newly observed and newly activated domains.
• IPS signatures developed from ThreatLabz analysis of phishing kits and pages.
• Novel phishing sites identified by content scans powered by AI/ML detection.

Advanced Threat Protection blocks all known command-and-control domains.
Advanced Cloud Firewall extends command-and-control protection to all ports and
protocols, including emerging C&C destinations.
Cloud Browser Isolation creates a safe gap between users and malicious web categories,
rendering content as a stream of picture-perfect images to eliminate the leakage of data and
the delivery of active threats.
Advanced Cloud Sandbox prevents unknown malware delivered in second stage payloads.
Zscaler Private Access safeguards applications by limiting lateral movement with least
privileged access user-to-app segmentation and full in-line inspection of private app traffic.
Zscaler Deception detects and contains attackers attempting to move laterally or escalate
privileges by luring them with decoy servers, applications, directories, and user accounts.
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2023 predictions
Specialization is the unifying basis of the phishing predictions that follow. A primary focus of this report
has been on examining the outputs of this trend including phishing kits, MITM attacks, identifying fake
sites, and a subtle shift in outsourcing that has been taking place slowly across the threat landscape over
the past several years.

Credentials are easier and cheaper
than ever to find on the dark web.

Increase in ransomware delivery via
phishing attacks.

The result may be a noticeable reduction

As threat actors ramp up their operations with

in credential theft if the black market price

phishing kits, they must also consider diversifying

continues to drop.

their attack methods as another way to reap the

Profiling at-risk phishing targets
will become key for both attackers
and defenders.

largest payout on their investment. Once they
have spent time picking the ideal target, they will
likely have gathered intel on victims’ ability to pay
and leverage that information against their ideal

The increased use of phishing kits gives rise

targets with their own variety of ransomware or

to new organizations of threat actors with the

by using ransomware-as-a-service offerings

power to operate more like tech businesses. As

from the dark web.

skill specialization takes hold, emerging threats
will be more potent in every way. Attackers

Look out for deep fake videos.

skilled at social engineering can focus on

Designed to impersonate popular figures and

creating fake email templates, product reviews,

celebrities or trusted news sources, these clips

and dating profiles, those adept at coding

can be used to confuse viewers and convince

can develop software and fake sites without

them to trust a request that follows. For example,

concerning themselves with lures or distribution,

if a recognizable celebrity tells you to try their

meanwhile, phishing kit purchasers can narrow

new line of craft drinks before they sell out, you

in on ideal targets - those that have exactly

may be more likely to let your guard down and

what they want. Additionally, other third-party

click the link that follows.

sources can supply intel and profiles that help
attackers filter potential victims by finding targets

Expect more personalization.

with specific vulnerabilities. As a result, fewer

Phishers know that messages that start off

threat actors developing effective phishing kits

addressing recipients by name are more trusted

can exponentially fuel an underground market

and receive more clicks and social platforms

of buyers focused on profiling victims to gain

make it easy to gather the information threat

the highest ROI for the phishing kits they’ve

actors need to personalize attacks.

purchased. To manage this threat, defenders will
have to increase services to help organizations
understand how they can optimize risk reduction

Anticipate a rise in
browser-in-the-browser attacks.

based on key factors like industry vertical or

Due to the popularity of websites using

geography and close gaps in their security

3rd-party authentication services like Google,

programs to avoid being an easy target.

Facebook, Apple, and Microsoft which enable
users to login without creating a new account.
These attacks are on the rise because they are
difficult to detect.
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About ThreatLabz
ThreatLabz is the security research arm of Zscaler. This world-class team is responsible for hunting new
threats and ensuring that the thousands of organizations using the global Zscaler platform are always
protected. In addition to malware research and behavioral analysis, team members are involved in the
research and development of new prototype modules for advanced threat protection on the Zscaler
platform, and regularly conduct internal security audits to ensure that Zscaler products and infrastructure
meet security compliance standards. ThreatLabz regularly publishes in-depth analyses of new and
emerging threats on its portal, research.zscaler.com.

About Zscaler
Zscaler (NASDAQ: ZS) accelerates digital transformation so that customers can be more agile, efficient, resilient,
and secure. The Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange protects thousands of customers from cyberattacks and data loss
by securely connecting users, devices, and applications in any location. Distributed across more than 150 data
centers globally, the SASE-based Zero Trust Exchange is the world’s largest inline cloud security platform. Learn
more at zscaler.com or follow us on Twitter @zscaler.
+1 408.533.0288
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